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UNITED STATES, ,,
.:- a NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
i e , uswimaron,o.c.rossa.

% , , , , . **' AUG 211979

Docket Nos.: 50-327
and 50-323

*
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Tennessee Valley Authority
Attn: Mr. H. G. Parris

Manager of Pcwer
500 A Chestnut Street
Tcwer II
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401

Dear .W. Parris:

SUBJECT: ADDITIONAL REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION CN SEQUOYAH

Enclosed are requests for information frcm the Reactor Systems Branch on
Sequoyah.

To keep on schedule, we need completely adequate responses by September 24,
1979. -

J ON
.~ , . b - ~

L. Rubenstein, Chief
Light Water Reactors Branch No. 4
Division of Project Management

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: See attached sheet
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ENCLOSURE

21 2. 0 REACTORSYSAMSBRANCH
.

212. 104 The response to Q15.25 has mentioned 1/7 and 1/5-scale model testing.
(15.25)

Please identify where the 1/5-scale model test is documented, or when

it will be submitted. Please identify when WCAP-9404 will be submit-

ted.

212. 105
(15.25) The respense to Q15.25 states that results of 1/7-scale tests show

fiat ficw of water from the cort through the RCC guide tubes into

the vessel upper head "causes the fluid temperature [in the upper

head regien] to become somewhat greater than the cold leg value."

Please quantify "semewhat greater", and its basis.

212.106
(15.25) The response to Q15.25 has discussed temperature measurement and modi-

fications to Sequoyah reactor internals that would increase bypass -

ficw to assure that 4% of the total cold leg ficw would enter the

upperhead regicn to maintain the upperhead region te gerature at the

cold leg value. The esponse has not addressed cc = arns about the

impact of this increased bypass ficw en Chapter 15 analyses. Please

address this concern.

212.107 The respense to Q15.26 states that " Sensitivity studies have shewn
(15.25)

that a 100 psi reduction in UHI Accumulator pressure will not alter

the conclusion drawn frem the FSAR non-LOCA analysis." Please iden-

tify the sensitivity studies and justify their acclicability to

Secucyan. Also justify the discrepancy between stataments in the

resconse:
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(a) "... set between 1200 and 1500 psia."

(b) "... assumed for the FSAR non-LOCA accident analysis is 1300 psia."

and

(c) ". . . differeneu .. . no greater than 100 psi ."

0212.108 The response to Q15.27 provides an analysis of the impact of a 4 F re-
(15.27)

duction in core inlet temcerature on the FSAR limiting case LOCA.

Describe technical specifications which will ensure that the tempera-

ture assumptien(s) is (are) met.

212.109
(15.28) The response to Q15.28 indicates that the worst case, imperfect mix-

ing Cd = 0.6, LOCA analysis,which was run included a reduction in

initial gap pressure to correspond to Sequoyah as built fuel para- ..

me ters. This reduction is identified to be a benefit. Please

explain hcw reduction in gap pressure causes a icwer calculated peak

cladding temperature. How does burnup come into play in assessing this

benefit?

212.110 Your responses to questions 15.28 and 212.120 discussed the sensitivity
(15.28)

(212.120) of LOCA analyses to cold leg accumulator assumptions. Please explain

hcw cold leg accumulator behaviour impacts 2CCS calculations for per-

fect and for imperfect mixing cases. Include discussion of the effect

of fast / slow accumulator delivery time on peak cladding temperature,

and why.
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212. 111 Identify provisions (technical specification, etc) which will assure
(15.28)

(212.120) that cold leg accumulator operating ccncitions (pressure, water volume,

etc.) will be maintained within the range assumed for the sensitivity

analyses which have been provided. Identify how and when accumulator

levels and pressures will be verified and adjusted.

212 J12 In response to Q15.30 you have provided DECLG break analysts for cases
(IS.30)

with Cd of 0.4 andl.0 and a split break with Cd = 0.6. The uECLG

analyses assumed a Peaking factor of 2.32 which is not censistent with

the 2.25 factor assumed for other analyses. Justify that these analyses

satis'/ spectrum requirements and perfonn DECLG, Cd = 0.8, analyses for

hath perfect and imperfect mixing to complete the spec'. rum.

217. 113 Your response to question 15.'.1 discussed your treatment of statistical ,
(15.31)

uncertainties associated with UHI operation. Please address the follow-

ing ccanents about the discussion by our Applied Statistics Branch.

1. The assumption of independence of the five volume errors must

be investigated carefully. If the errors are not independent,

the consequence of the wrcng assumption must be addressed.

2. The size of the Mcnte Carlo simulation (number of runs) is not

stated. Clearly a small si:e would not be of any value. Also,

,
a documentation of the simulation ought to be made available

for review.

3. Mcw are the five errors combined? (The expression used in

Sequoyah's respense is "ccmbined probabilisically", which is

scmewhat ambigucus.) If this is a linear ccmoinatien, how are
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the ccefficients determined?

4. The resultant distribution of the water volume uncertainty claims
3that water level exceeds (nominal + 25ft ) with .05 probability

3and falls short of (ncminal - 25ft ) with .05 probability. This

suggests a symetric discribution forthe sum of the water volume

uncertainties. New, whereas the sum of normal errors i , also

normal and, hence, symetric, the sum of uniformly distribu+ad

variables is, generally, neither uniformly distributed nor symmetric.

5. Replace 3 by ' T in the fifth line frem the bottcm, page 1 ofr

Sequoyah's respense to question 14.

212.114 Please submit a discussion to document information provided at the -

(212.120)
meeting of 3/29/79 and provide any additional information according

to your cor:nitments at that meeting.

212.115 In their respense to staff question 212.74, TVA detailed their proposed
.

plan to leak test check valves which isolate high and low pressure

systems. The staff finds several features of the respense to be

unacceptable. The applicant has not cannitted to the staff requirement

that the indicated pressure isolation check valves be classified ASME

IWV-2CCO category AC. Due to tne essential pressure isolation function

which these valves perform, the staff will require that the acclicant

place tnem under the ASME inservice testing category whicn does require

leak testing. Adcitionally, tne applicant has indicated that his

acceptance criteria for eneck valves being leak tested, is 9 GPM. The

i18(1 054
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staff finds this leak ' rate to be excessive, and will require that the

check valves indicated in the response to question 212.74 meet a leak

criteria of 1 GPM.

212.116 The av,plicant has based his demonstration of adequate containment sump

perfonnance on a 13 foot minimum water level inside containraent following

a postulated LOCA. Anend=ert 61 of the FSAR states that all crane wall

penetrations up to elevaFon 693 will be sealed prior to plant operation,

and provided preperties of the sealing materials which would be used. The

staff will requira assurance that all crane wall penetrations below

elevation 693 have been provided with a water tight seal. The applicant

will prepose a method (e.g., a test) to determine that each penetration

is water tight; these tests will be considered as part of the start-up

test program. If the applicant does not wish to water test each,

penetration, the staff may accept air tests if the applicant shows them

to be adequate. If air tests are a:ed, the applicant will be required

to perfern laboratory tests of a typical penetration, shcwsing that the

sealing method is sufficient for the expected water temperatures and

pressure differentials.

.
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Tennessee Vt.11ey Auth. ity
*

.
''* ccs:

Herbert S. Sanger, Jr. ,Esq.
General Counsel '

Tennessee Valley Authority -
. 400 Com4rce Avenue

EllB33 "
-

Knoxville, Tennessee 37902 '

_

Mr. E. G. Beasley
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Co m.erce Avenue
W10Cl31 C
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902 -

Mr. Michael Harding t'Westinghouse Electric Corporation 'mP. O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pernsylvania 15230

Mr. David Lambert
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Chestnut Street Tcwer II -

Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401
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